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Abstract
The objective of this study was to use SAR (sensitivity of Synthetic Aperture Radar) data to detect the supply of
irrigation water during the anthesis and grain-filling phenological stages of wheat in the irrigated Tadla perimeter
of Morocco. Backscattering coefficients were derived from four ERS-1 (European Remote-Sensing Satellite-1)
images acquired between 31 March and 12 April 2011 and were compared with the irrigation water invoices
database. The analysis showed that there were significant changes in backscattering values caused by irrigation,
with average values ranging between 0.11 and 3.11 dB. A reference level of 0.52 dB was established for
differentiating between (recently; up to 4 days) irrigated and non-irrigated plots. We also set an interval of 5 days
for the acquisition of SAR images in order to ensure continuous monitoring of the irrigated wheat plots over time.
The study showed that radar data contain important information for the assessment of irrigation supplies during
the cropping season, which could help regional decision-support systems to monitor and control irrigation
supplies over large areas.
Keywords: backscattering, irrigation, radar, SAR, irrigated area, semi-arid region
1. Introduction
Irrigated areas throughout the world are facing increasing pressure due mainly to erratic precipitation regimes
(Dore, 2005), long dry periods and rapidly growing population demands. In this context, the effective
management and monitoring of irrigated areas require a good understanding of the spatial and temporal
processes governing agricultural systems.
Managing and monitoring an irrigated area effectively can be done by analyzing these processes over an entire
crop cycle and a large agricultural area where the surface is heterogeneous (various types of crops, classes of soil
and management approaches) in order to assess the overall impact of crop management practices (Lionboui,
Benabdelouahab, Hasib, Elame, & Boulli, 2018).
In Morocco, cereals are one of the major grain crops grown and they hold an important place in the agricultural
production systems, occupying 75% of the cultivated area and accounting for 10-20% of the agricultural Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). Nevertheless, yields remain low and fluctuate from one area to another and one season
to another because of varying water management, field management and weather conditions (Benabdelouahab et
al., 2016).
Given the importance of wheat production in semi-arid areas where water is the main limiting factor, large-scale
irrigation of wheat is common practice. There is therefore a need for good management of irrigation supplies in
order to improve irrigation scheduling and prevent water stress from adversely affecting yield (Lionboui,
Benabdelouahab, Elame, Hasib, & Boulli, 2016). Remote sensing satellites can be used for monitoring land
surface changes because of their extensive coverage capacity and frequent revisits (Benabdelouahab et al., 2015;
Fieuzal et al., 2011; Kalluri, Gilruth, & Bergman, 2003; Ozdogan, Yang, Allez, & Cervantes, 2010).
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Several studies have investigated the sensitivity of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery to surface
parameters (soil cover, surface water content and roughness) (Nicolas Baghdadi, Boyer, Todoroff, El Hajj, &
Bégué, 2009; Feng, Chen, Dong, Wang, & Meng, 2013). SAR sensitivity is linked to the sensor characteristics
(frequency, incidence and polarization). Many authors (Hadria et al., 2009; Mattia et al., 2003; McNairn,
Merzouki, Pacheco, & Fitzmaurice, 2012) have demonstrated the potential of SAR for monitoring agricultural
factors that have a significant influence on backscatter coefficients.
The recent launch of Sentinel-1, which offers both high spatial resolution and frequent revisits, could be
interesting (Aulard-Macler, 2011; Snoeij et al., 2008). It is still difficult, however, to acquire synchronous
multi-sensor time series in order to analyze satellite data sensitivity over comparable surface conditions. C-band
data are available from the ERS-1/2, EnviSat, Radarsat-1/2 and Sentinel-1 systems.
For wheat canopies and topsoil moisture, the sensitivity of radar backscattering coefficients was demonstrated by
Mattia et al. (2003) and Picard, Le Toan, and Mattia (2003). Some attempts have been made to use simplified
relationships between SAR backscattering coefficients and wheat canopy characteristics (Dente, Satalino, Mattia,
& Rinaldi, 2008; Mattia et al., 2003). Few authors, however, have tried to apply the radar on a large scale and in
a representative context (Fieuzal, Baup, & Marais-Sicre, 2013).
At C-band frequency, the temporal behavior of wheat in different studies (Mattia et al., 2003; Saich & Borgeaud,
2000) shows similar global trends for the same study site. Recent studies have proposed multi-sensor approaches
for irrigation management purposes by combining optical and radar images (Fieuzal et al., 2011; Hadria et al.,
2009; Hadria et al., 2010).
In irrigation monitoring, it is thought that the backscattering signal generated from SAR images reacts to changes
in surface moisture (Hadria et al., 2009), which could be important indicator to detect irrigation inputs and
monitoring surface moisture on a large scale and in a realistic context during the anthesis and grain-filling
phenological stages of wheat. This information could be very useful in improving national grain yield forecast
models that currently do not take into account production from irrigated areas, despite the fact that they occupy
over 1million ha. Irrigation water supply data (time, duration and irrigated area) could be integrated into yield
forecast models in order to improve their accuracy.
In this context, we conducted an analysis of a large number of agricultural plots using time series of SAR images
in order to assess their sensitivity to surface moisture. This was done by evaluating the values of the backscatter
signal compared with the variability of the surface moisture that is closely related to the irrigation supply
program at wheat plot level (databases dates irrigation).
2. Methodology
Previous studies using SAR images have shown the potential of using backscattering signals to monitor
vegetation water content and surface soil moisture via a simple linear relationship and one incidence-angle data
(Fieuzal et al., 2011; Mattia et al., 2003; Zribi et al., 2005). Drawing on these studies, the methodology adopted
in our study sought to detect irrigation water supplies to the wheat crop using SAR data.
2.1 Study Site
The irrigated Tadla perimeter (Figure 1) is in central Morocco, between the Atlantic coast in the north-west and
the Atlas Mountains in the south-east (32°23′ N latitude; 6°31′ W longitude; 445 m above sea level). The studied
area is characterized by a semi-arid climate; the annual average temperature is about 19 °C, with a large
inter-seasonal variation (max = 38 °C in August and min = 3.5 °C in January). The average annual precipitation
is about 300 mm (average over the 1970-2010 period), with significant inter-annual variation (from 130 mm to
600 mm).
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Figure 1.. Location of thhe irrigated area (upper left iinset shows a m
map of Moroccco; the plot plan is indicated
d by
black linnes and the studdied irrigated pplots are multiicolored accordding to the datte the irrigationn was completed)
Regional Officce for the Agrricultural Devvelopment of Tadla
T
The irrigaated Tadla periimeter is mannaged by the R
(ORMVAT
T). The studiedd area is in Benni-Moussa Easst, covers 40,0000 ha and is chharacterized byy flat topograp
phy.
Cereal croops are one off the main croops in the studdy area. In thee 2010-2011 ccropping seasoon, wheat occu
upied
about 17%
% (6,730 ha)) of the totaal cultivated aarea of Beni-Moussa Eastt. It is usuallly sown betw
ween
mid-Novem
mber and midd-January, depeending on wheen the first siggnificant preciipitation occurrs, and is harvested
between M
May and June.
We studieed those wheaat plots that were irrigatedd between 299/03/2011 and 12/04/2011. The studied plots
represented 3.5% (235.55 ha) of the tottal area under wheat in Benni-Moussa Eastt. Irrigation is applied here using
u
the traditioonal surface fllood method. D
During the groowing season, wheat is irrigaated between ttwo and five tiimes,
dependingg on rainfall coonditions.
2.2 Groundd and Satellitee Data
2.2.1 Grouund Data
We used tthe invoices off irrigation waater database iintended for faarmers for thee period betweeen 28/03/2011
1 and
15/04/2011 correspondinng to the periiod when images were acquuired in the 22010/2011 croppping season. This
database iss organized annd managed byy ORMVAT, w
which is in charrge of irrigatioon water management in the area.
The databaase holds dataa on periods off irrigation (staart and end), pplots and the aamount of watter used by farrmers
across thee studied areaa. During the crop developpment stages oof anthesis annd grain fillinng, plot condiitions
(phenologiical stages, irriigation techniqques) were fairrly homogeneoous.
2.2.2 Clim
mate Data
Daily metteorological daata was obtainned from the Affourer station, which is part of the M
Moroccan Nattional
Weather nnetwork and iss located in thhe study area ((Figure 2). Raainfall was meeasured with ttipping buckett rain
gauges. Thhe collected data
d
showed thhat there was no precipitatiion between 116/03/2011 annd 21/04/2011. The
change in backscatteringg values of SA
AR images wass therefore duee only to irrigaation water sup
upplies to the wheat
w
crop in thee study area.
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Figure 2. Daily meteorrological data ffor the study aarea
2.3 Radar Data: Time Seeries of SAR Im
mages
SAR images w
were acquired,, all in the desscending pass.. The
Between 331 March 2011 and 12 Apriil 2011, four S
images weere acquired inn dual polarizaations (VV) att medium inciidence angles (23.3°). The E
ERS-2 satellite
e is a
SAR instruument operatinng at C-band ((f = 5.3 GHz, λ ≈ 5.6 cm). F
Figure 1 givess an example oof a SAR imag
ge of
the study aarea.
2.3.1 Ampplitude Images
Time seriees of backscaattering amplittude images w
were generatedd over the stuudy area baseed on Single-L
Look
Complex iimages from thhe ERS-2 archhives. Using thee CSL InSAR Suite (CIS) deeveloped by thhe Centre Spatiial de
Liège (Derrauw, 1999), an
a amplitude im
mage was com
mputed and geooprojected withh a final grounnd sampling off 30 ×
30 m (Graandchamp & Cavassilas, 1997). The step-byy-step processs was as follow
ws:
Ampllitude image reduction: Ampplitude was coomputed beforre geoprojectioon using box aaveraging to re
educe
the specklee noise by the incoherent sum
mmation of baackscattering vvalues.


Coreggistration: In order to generrate usable tim
me series, we peerformed coarrse and then finne coregistration in
relation too a global mastter acquisitionn. The chosen global master acquisition w
was the one froom 31 March 2011.
2
Coarse cooregistration iss performed bby correlating the amplitudde windows ceentered on tarrget anchor points
p
regularly ddistributed onn the master iimage. Fine coregistration, when applicaable, is perform
med through local
coherence maximizationn.


Interppolation: Slavve images were interpolatted with regaard to the coomputed transsform in orde
er to
superimpoose them on thee master one aand allow the S
SAR products to be computeed. After these steps, the CIS
S tool
computed the amplitudee images, the innterferogram aand the cohereence image, inn addition to thhe geoprojectio
on of
these prodducts.


2.3.2 Backkscatter Coefficient Calculatiion and Georeferencing
Amplitudee images are not
n calibrated and do not prrovide informaation on the bbackscattering coefficient. Im
mage
calibrationn was perform
med using Equaations 1 and 22, below (Laurr et al., 2002). This step alllows the amplitude
digital num
mber (DN) to be
b converted innto the backscattering coefficient in decibeels (dB) for eacch pixel.
Following radiometric caalibration, all iimages are theen georeferenced using ENV
VI 5 software.
0i,j =

DN2i,j
K

×

1
G(
i,j )²

×

Ri,j 3
Rref

·ssin i,j

0(dB)) = 10 log 0i,j

(1)
(2)

In Equatioon 1, backscatttering coefficieents (0) are dderived from tthe digital num
mber (DN) of tthe pixels (i, j)) and
from the pparameters of thhe images, succh as the local incidence anggle ( i,j), the sslant range possition (Ri,j) an
nd the
look anglee correspondinng to pixel ‘i,j’ (i,j), and thhe constant parrameters comee from the ER
RS SAR calibrration
document (the calibratioon factor) [K], the gain [G(ii,j)²)] (Laur et al., 2002).
2.4 Delimiitation of the Cereal
C
Area
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2.4.1 Satellite Images and Their Processing
One SPOT-5 HRV satellite image was acquired on 15 April 2011 (Table 1), when the soil was completely
covered by vegetation. It spanned the period between anthesis (March) and grain filling (April) in the 2010-2011
cropping season.
Table 1. List of acquired SPOT-5 HRV images and their characteristics
Acquisition date

Cropping season

Sensor

15/04/2011

2010/2011

SPOT-5
HRV

Wavelength (nm)
Green: 500-590
Red: 610-680
NIR: 780-890

Resolution (m)
Red: 5
Green: 5
NIR: 5

The processing level of the acquired images was (1B), which included radiometric and geometric corrections.
2.4.2 Supervised Classification
In order to define the cereal area, we used a maximum likelihood classification method that is a widely used
supervised pixel-based method (Ouyang et al., 2011).
Training areas representative of the land cover classes were selected in order to develop class signature files. For
each image, training areas were defined based on a field survey, expert field knowledge and ancillary data (tree
crops mask and irrigation canals). Two thirds of the training areas were used in the classification process, the
remaining one third in the accuracy assessment. The main classes were: cereals; bare soil; industrial crops;
perennial crops; and arboriculture.
For the wheat class, we selected a sufficient number of pixels representing 1.08% of the total pixels (500,123
pixels) (Yang, Everitt, & Murden, 2011). We performed the separability analysis, using the Jeffries-Matusita
distance, for training samples in the final classification scheme with values of separability between 1.99 and 2,
indicating good class separation.
The contingency matrix was used to evaluate the percentage of sampled pixels classified as expected. User
accuracy and producer accuracy regarding the wheat class were 87.8% and 86.73%, respectively. The overall
accuracy assessment and Kappa values were 85.7% and 0.84%, respectively, indicating good classification.
2.5 Integration and Intersection of Ground and Satellite Data
From the SAR data we obtained an amplitude time series. We also analyzed archival data of the irrigation supply
schedule used by farmers in the irrigated Tadla perimeter at the plot level. The archival data was provided by
ORMVAT.
The backscatter parameter from the ERS-2 images was averaged for each of the 341 training plots. This was
followed by crossing all the information layers to monitor and analyze the spatiotemporal evolution of
backscattering intensity, depending on irrigation water supplies used by farmers for their wheat plots. Figure 3
summarizes these steps.
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Figuree 3. Schematicc diagram illusstrating field daata and SAR ddata processingg
2.6 Data A
Analysis
A referencce level was esstablished for differentiatingg between irriggated and non--irrigated plotss. This step aim
ms to
set an inteerval time for the
t acquisitionn of SAR imagges in order too ensure continnuous monitorring of the irrig
gated
wheat plotts over time. For
F this a statisstical analysis has been implemented to hiighlight these parameters. Linear
regressionn has been propposed for the ddata set for nonn-irrigated plot data (this cattegory includes irrigated plotts for
more than 5 days).
3. Results and Discussion
Amplitudee images were derived from the ERS-2 im
mages acquired on 31/03/11, 003/04/11, 06/004/11 and 12/04/11.
These dataa were used to
t assess the potential of S
SAR data for detecting irrigation and to analyze the radar
backscatteering as a funcction of changes in wheat w
water content aand soil moistuure. Table 2 shhows the meassured
backscatteering values forr all plots for w
which irrigatioon dates were m
made availablee. For each SA
AR acquisition date,
backscatteering values arre ordered andd classified acccording to thhe known datee of irrigation completion. Clear
C
changes aand trends in backscattering
b
g values can bbe seen. Thesse changes aree subsequent to irrigation water
w
applied to the plots and to the heterogeeneity of theirr moisture conddition. As show
wn in Table 2,, the backscattering
values for all plots variedd between 0.11 to 3.11 dB.
As shown in Figure 4, thhe highest backkscatter valuess occurred wheen the SAR accquisition date corresponded with
the irrigatiion completionn date.
In this case, the average backscatteringg values for alll plots, whatevver their size, varied between 2.79 and 3.11 dB
(Figure 4).. It is importannt to note that tthe total numbber of plots wass 341, of which 282 were sm
maller than 1 ha
a and
59 were laarger than 1 ha.
The variattion was more important fo
for plots with an area betw
ween 1.01 andd 4.42 ha, exhhibiting a stan
ndard
deviation oof 1.11 dB, unnlike plots smaaller than 1 ha which had a ssmall deviationn of 0.19 dB. T
This large variation
was due too the durationn of irrigation and the timinng of the startt of irrigation,, which affectted the response of
backscatteer plots and thhe fall in backscattering valuues in already irrigated plotts, given that tthe flood irrigation
takes 1-2 ddays ha-1.
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Figgure 4. Potentiial of SAR datta to detect irriigated plots (A
A: All plots)
with a gap of 1-2 days betw
ween the date oof the end of irrrigation and tthe date of imaage acquisition
n, the
For plots w
backscatteering levels raanged from 1..79 and 2.22 dB and from 1.34 to 1.74 dB for gaps of 1 and 2 days,
respectivelly. Non-irrigaated plots or plots irrigatted more thaan 2 days beefore SAR acquisition sho
owed
backscatteering values thaat were generaally lower thann 0.52 dB.
This analyysis confirms thhe clear relatioonship betweenn 0 VV and iirrigation wateer supplies. Thhe variation in radar
backscatteering coefficiennts can therefoore be related mainly to chaanges in wheatt water contennt and soil moiisture
induced, inn our case, byy irrigation. T
These results w
were confirmedd by Mattia eet al. (2003), w
who found a linear
correlationn between backkscattering coeefficients and fresh biomass not exceedingg 2,500 g/m2. A study condu
ucted
by N. Bagghdadi, Aubertt, and Zribi (2012) showed tthat the error ((RMSE) in rettrieved soil mooisture observ
ved at
C-band waas about 6% foor a single incidence angle off 20°.
As shown in Figure 5, backscattering
b
values can also be ordered with regard too the time gapp between the SAR
acquisitionn date and the irrigation com
mpletion date. T
This figure shoows the responnses of backscatter wheat plo
ots to
moisture cchanges in the vegetation covver and soil affter an irrigatioon event. If thee gap is zero (ii.e., when irrigation
ends on thhe SAR acquissition date), the backscatterinng values are high. This is ttrue whatever the plot size. Plots
smaller orr equal than 1 ha or larger thhan 1 ha had aaverage backsccattering valuees of 3.08 andd 2.44, respectiively.
The averagge backscatteriing value for aall plots, whateever their size, was 2.92 dB.
There wass a discrepancyy in average bbackscattering values betweeen irrigated plots smaller thhan 1 ha and those
t
larger thann 1 ha of 0.6 dB.
d The differeence between tthe average backscattering value when there was no gap time
and when there was a laag of 1 day waas 0.6 dB for pplots larger thaan 1 ha and about 1 dB for pplots smaller th
han 1
ha. This reesult tends to confirm
c
the efffect of plot nonn-uniformity onn backscatter vvalues.
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Figure 55. Evolution off backscatterinng values with regard to the ttime gap betweeen irrigation ttime and satelllite
image aacquisition. No gap means thhat irrigation ttime is the datee of the satellitte pass and a ggap indicates th
he
differencce in days betw
ween irrigationn and satellite ppass
(negative gapp: irrigated ploots; positive gap
ap: non-irrigateed plots)
w
Where thee time gap wass 1 day or morre, there was a decrease in avverage backsccatter values frrom irrigated wheat
plots, varyying between 1.34
1
and 2.22 ddB for all plotss.
From the third day of the
t irrigation, backscatter vaalues fell beloow 0.52 dB, w
which was closse or equivale
ent to
non-irrigatted plots. Figgure 8 illustraates this adjusstment which defines the reference vallue (the thresh
hold)
considerinng the confidennce interval off the 95% reggression line. T
The backscatteer value stabillizes with a sim
milar
behavior bbetween irrigated plots forr more than 5 days and the effect is no longer appparent and those
t
non-irrigatted.
The value of 0.52 dB caan therefore bee considered ass a reference thhreshold that ddistinguishes bbetween, on the
e one
hand, irriggated plots andd, on the other,, non-irrigatedd plots and plotts irrigated forr more than 2 days. These re
esults
can be genneralized at the regional leveel for the studdied period, esppecially wheree wheat plot coonditions are fairly
f
homogeneeous.
The time rresolution provved to be a lim
miting factor ffor the continuuous monitorinng of the irrigaated wheat plots, in
that it wass no longer possible to detecct irrigation froom the fourth day onwards ((gap = -4), as shown in Figu
ure 2.
SAR imagges therefore neeed to be acquuired at a maxim
mum interval oof 5 days (timee resolution = 5).
The resultts showed thaat SAR technoology has greeat potential fo
for irrigation m
management aand could hav
ve an
important agricultural-ecconomic impacct, if acquisitioon frequency ccan be increased and the pricces of SAR im
mages
can be redduced. In the fuuture, the use of SAR satelliites looks prom
mising for sincce the launch oof other satellites is
expected inn the coming years.
y
In general, remote sensinng tools are onne of the best w
ways to monittor large agricuultural areas, aand research sh
hould
be done onn improving thhe mastery andd application oof SAR remotee sensing in aggriculture. In thhe case of irrig
gated
areas, SAR
R images offer great potentiial for detectinng changes annd monitoring the water conntent of the surface
and biomaass in irrigated areas, whatevver the plot sizee.
4. Conclussion
This studyy sought to asssess the potenttial of SAR daata for detectinng irrigation ssupplies and too analyze the radar
backscatteering coefficiennts as a functtion of changees in wheat w
water content aand soil moistuure throughou
ut the
cropping sseason in irriggated semi-ariid areas. The measured bacckscattering vaalues showed a clear decrea
asing
trend withh regard to the time gap betw
ween irrigation completion daate and image acquisition daate. After 3 or more
days betw
ween irrigationn completion and SAR acqquisition, a baackscattering vvalue of 0.52 dB or lower was
observed, the same as thhe value observved for non-irrrigated plots. A reference levvel of 0.52 dB
B could therefore be
set for diffferentiating bettween irrigatedd and non-irriggated plots.
The study showed that inn order to ensuure continuouss monitoring oover time of irrrigated wheat plots, an interval 3
days betw
ween the acquissitions of SAR
R images is reequired. This pparameter couuld be used to compare and map
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vegetation water content and surface moisture at local and regional level in the irrigated Tadla perimeter. These
results show that radar signal behavior can be generalized, especially where wheat plot conditions are fairly
homogeneous.
SAR backscattering signal analysis shows potential for improving irrigation monitoring, detecting irrigation
supplies and understanding surface water content changes at the field and regional levels in the study area.
Our findings need to be applied to other crops and other areas in order to test the validity of the proposed
methodology.
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